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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

As we present ourselves through clothing, fast fashion has
inevitably become associated with the construction and
reconstruction of self-identity on social media. However,
the unsustainable growth of fast fashion is destroying
our planet, draining large quantities of resources and energy
for clothing production and driving wasteful short-term
consumption. Digital clothing has emerged as an exciting
and sustainable solution to fast fashion, concurrently
providing a greater scope of creativity and self-expression in
the space of social media. Currently, digital clothing is
unfortunately purely a visual experience. Textile literature
and
HCI
research
nonetheless
suggest
that multisensory and gestural interactions are critical to the
experience of textile, and our movement contributes to
identity and experience building. To address this gap, this
paper explores how multisensory experiences and gestures
contribute to wearing clothes, and why/how these
experiences should be translated to digital clothing. An
autoethnography on wearing digital clothing was
conducted by the researcher for a first-hand experience and
to develop a methodology for participants. Then, eight
participants were recruited for a qualitative study involving
an initial interview, a diary study, and a main interview. The
results firstly highlight how digital clothing can provide an
escape from everyday life and a haven for identity
development for diverse populations. Secondly, the process
of developing attachment to digital clothing was identified,
which can ultimately promote wellbeing and sustainability.
Thirdly, we demonstrate a need for multimodal feedback
from digital clothing for users to feel like they are wearing
clothing. Lastly, an Uncanny Valley Effect may be
experienced while wearing digital clothing in virtual
environments if the garments look alarmingly realistic.
These finding have important implications for developing
technologies in HCI. Digital clothing can possibly push our
creative boundaries further and thus provide new
opportunities for digital identity formation.

Clothing has experienced a significant reduction in usage life
by 36% in the past 15 years [1]; thus, being classified as one
of the most underutilized products by humans. In
conjunction, clothing sales have doubled from 50 billion to
100 billion units between 2005 to 2015 [2]. The waste
generated by these two phenomena have an enormous impact
on our planet [9, 10, 11]. In this paper, we investigate how
digital clothing should be designed to help reduce the
continuous desire for new physical clothing.
A key influence on these changes in consumption and usage
has been coined fast fashion, a linear economy system that
encourages consumers to purchase more clothing due to
its affordability and discard them at a rapid pace after one
season [3]. The strategy behind fast fashion is to drive
consumption through rapid changing trends and poor quality,
causing consumers to alter their fashion preferences more
regularly [3]. Fast
fashion is
therefore
attractive
to young consumers as it offers of-the-moment designs and
instantaneous satisfaction to their constantly changing shortlived identities [4, 5], becoming a significant symbol of selfexpression even in the world of social media (SM). Fashion
thus is inextricably associated with the construction and
reconstruction of self-identity on SM. However, the way we
present our identities through clothing on SM platforms has
driven wasteful consumption patterns of clothing: one out of
10 shoppers in the United Kingdom admit to buying clothing
for the purpose of posting it on SM and returning it
immediately [7]. There is a hidden environmental cost
behind these returns as some of the returned products are
defective and cannot be re-sold [46]. Therefore, out of
the 3.5 billion products returned yearly in the United States
alone, 5 billion pounds end up in landfill [47]. To combat
these unsustainable forms of consumption and production,
the fashion industry is eager to develop an innovative and
sustainable solution [8].
The concept of digital clothing is being explored by the
fashion industry to address the needs of self-expression
through digital media and reduce its cost on the
environment. Digital clothing, available from apparel
companies
including DressX [16] and The
Fabricant [17], are 3D digital designs that can be used for a
single photo. To purchase a digital garment, the user selects
a garment on a digital fashion website. Then, by uploading a
photo of themselves, the garment is placed on top of the
image and arrives via email after a few days. This photograph
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is then available for free use (e.g., posting
on Instagram). Buying digital clothing minimizes one’s
carbon footprint, as producing a digital garment emits 97%
less CO2 and saves 3300 liters of water compared to the
production of its physical equivalent [16]. Wearing digital
items is hence a potential solution to produce more
sustainably, while maintaining the beauty and excitement
experienced from physical fashion.

to its physical counterpart, by creating a haven for selfexpression. Third, we highlight a process for developing
attachment to digital clothing, which can consequently
promote
user
wellbeing
and
sustainable
consumption. Fourth, users desire multimodal feedback
from digital clothing to make them feel as if they are wearing
clothing. Fifth, an Uncanny Valley Effect for digital clothing
may be experienced in virtual environments if digital
clothing looks hyper realistic.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Identity formation through clothing interaction

Humans have the psychological needs of affection,
understanding, participation, creation, recreation, identity,
and freedom [20]. Through fashion, we can engage in
identity building and creation, participate in social groups
and classes, and form individuality [27, 28]. As such, fashion
has a significant role in self- and social identity formation.
Our identities are developed through regular and embodied
practices of choosing, administering, and wearing clothing,
inspecting them in the context of their lives and specific
interactions [20, 21]. Clothing practices are therefore formed
by social and cultural norms regarding self-presentation in
everyday interactions, and through its intimacy with our
bodies. This signifies that dressing must be appreciated
as a “situated bodily practice” [23].
Clothing is a fundamental aspect of communication in social
interactions [24], allowing wearers to portray their identity
in daily activities and establish a recurrent public display
through easy manipulation [25]. Feinberg and colleagues
[25] found that observers were able to perceive social
information about an individual’s personality through their
clothing. These perceptions furthermore correlated
significantly with how the individual perceives themselves.
Similarly, women who have an ideal self-image of being
professional demonstrate a preference to wear businesslike clothing compared to casual clothing; wearing businesslike outfits reinforce their self-concept [69]. Therefore,
individuals prefer clothing whose meanings are consistent
with their self-image [26] (e.g., identity, personality, values,
and emotions [29, 30, 31]), and these clothes non-verbally
communicate who they are or who they want to be in social
environments [32].

Figure 1: Example of Digital Clothing

As the COVID-19 pandemic has caused virtual meeting
attendees to skyrocket [18], it has also accelerated the
opportunities for users to engage with fun forms of digital
clothing. Users have been exposed to digital clothing
on SM platforms and teleconferencing services such as
Zoom, where they can wear a variety of different accessories
(e.g., hats and sunglasses) for playful purposes
using augmented reality (AR) filters. Therefore, there is an
opportunity to similarly integrate digital clothing into our
everyday lives that are becoming increasingly virtual by the
day. By entrusting digital clothing with a more regular role,
it may become a serious alternative to physical clothing
regarding self-expression and self-exploration, compared to
the fun and lighthearted role it has now on Zoom and
similar platforms. There is a need to investigate how digital
clothing technology should be designed or enhanced to
provide such a rich experience, and to reduce the rapid pace
of production and consumption behind fast fashion.

Humans utilize clothing to portray strong meanings, further
facilitating our self- and social identity development. This is
because our construction of self-identity relies heavily upon
the self-reflection that occurs due to our clothing choice and
its appreciation by others [24], based on what our clothing
communicates. A recent study demonstrated how specific
meaning communicated
by
clothing
and
its
appreciation relies on the social context it is perceived in, as
well as the interactions that take place in the
context [39]. They
identified
how
the alleged
appropriateness of university students wearing neckties

This study makes several contributions to HCI: First, we
conduct the first empirical investigation on how digital
clothing should be designed or enhanced to provide a rich
wearing experience. Second, we find that digital clothing
provides an escape from one’s everyday identity, unparallel
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2.3 Purchasing digital goods

changed between social contexts: a job interview and a
university campus [39]. Students who did not wear ties on
campus were rated more intelligent, whereas those who did
not wear ties during a job interview were rated less
intelligent. Therefore, social and cultural contexts play a
vital role when considering the meaning and appreciation of
clothing.

Virtual worlds, often categorized as gaming and social
virtual worlds (SVWs) [40], allow users to engage in social
interactions in mediated 3D environments in the form of
avatars [41]. Defined as two-dimensional portrayals of a
user in a virtual environment, avatars are controlled in a
virtual world to engage with the environment [42]. Previous
literature highlights how users engage in self-disclosure and
portray their self-identity through avatars [43]. Users
thus consume digital items for their avatars to build their
virtual identity, experiences, and status, that mimic real-life
consumption practices in SVWs [41]. As SVWs are
becoming more widespread, virtual good production and
consumption are skyrocketing, with estimations of
global consumption exceeding 3 billion dollars in
2011 [44]. During the COVID-19 pandemic, a social world
game known as Animal Crossing: New Horizons became
increasingly popular as a playful platform for users to
express themselves on their personalized islands [45]. In this
game, users purchase furniture for their islands as well
as clothing for their avatars that resemble recent streetwear
and high fashion trends. In this manner, users purchase
digital items in worlds like Animal Crossing to recreate life
in a virtual space [62] and engage in self-expression as
their ideal
self to
interact
with
others. Although previous literature identifies why users
purchase digital goods for their avatars in SVWs, there is a
gap in understanding why they purchase digital clothing for
themselves
on SM platforms
and
other purposes they desire to use digital clothing for. To
explore the different uses and purposes, we must investigate
preexisting digital tools that highlight how users interpret
and interact with digital materials.

By wearing digital clothing to engage in self-presentation
during everyday activities, users can explore their fashion
fantasy by wearing an endless selection of garments.
Therefore, users can participate in greater self-expression by
selecting garments that resemble their self-image more
closely; ultimately reinforcing their self-concept.
Nonetheless, digital clothing is primarily worn in wider
social contexts including SM and may thus develop different
meanings to its physical counterpart. Therefore, it is vital to
consider how identity formation occurs on SM, and whether
digital fashion can facilitate this.
2.2 Identity formation on social media

SM platforms present seamless opportunities for users
to express themselves to others. Online self-presentation is
customary practice amongst young adults, who regularly
demonstrate their individual and social identities
on SM platforms such as Instagram [55]. As users can spend
more time crafting and editing their SM posts [56], greater
thought and strategies are placed behind how to present
oneself
to
others on SM compared
to
offline
displays. Therefore, there are limitless ways for selfpresentation through SM posts, although the majority tend
to be
positive and self-promoting [57], reflecting
an
idealized or socially desirable image [58]. A recent study
demonstrated how the limitless visual possibilities of SM
offer a platform for users to showcase themselves through
photos, posts, and interests (e.g., fashion) rather than an
explicit self-description [58]. Through SM, users thus can
implicitly display their identities in limitless ways to others,
reflecting the preference of youth culture to “show rather
than tell” to make identity claims.

2.4 Technologies
that
facilitate
multisensory experiences of textiles

gestural and

Current digital clothing is mainly a static visual experience
of clothing projected onto our photos. Nonetheless, the
experience of wearing physical clothing is a rich multisensory experience. Users obtain both sensorial (e.g., tactile,
sound) and proprioceptive feedback (e.g., wrapping garment
around oneself, snuggling into the garment) while wearing
physical clothing. Concerning sensorial feedback, previous
research highlights how consumers acquire most
information about clothing through vision and touch [22].
Nonetheless, other forms of feedback, such as sounds
produced by textiles due to human movement (e.g., friction
caused by arm or leg movement), are also involved in the
wearing experience of clothing [37]. Gestural feedback
encompasses information that we obtain in clothing through
proprioception (i.e., movement), not through touch
itself. Movement in physical clothing can be restricted by
aspects of clothing such as tightness, heaviness, structure,
and thickness of the garment [36]. These forms of
information enable us to understand important features of the

Previous literature highlights how identity exploration is
critical to develop one’s identity [60]. Different technologies
have recently been designed to address this, such as virtual
make up products [6] and Virtual Reality (VR) playgrounds
for safe gender exploration [12]. However, these
technologies do not extend to the role and opportunity of
digital clothing. In contrast, the literature on identity and SM
have also highlighted the danger of developing diverse
identities, as it challenges the establishment a unified sense
of self [61]. As such, it will be key to explore if and how the
use of digital clothing can facilitate the development of
multiple identities, and whether it will hinder or assist in
identity clarity. As we are accustomed to purchasing digital
goods on social games and platforms, the exploration of
identity through digital consumption may provide some
insight into this development.
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garment, such as texture and temperature, and to address our
physical and emotional needs.

3. RESEARCH AIM AND APPROACH

The importance of movement has been studied in relation to
textile material, rather than clothing in the context of digital
worlds. A recent study by Atkinson and colleagues
developed design methods known as iShoogle, an interface
that enables interactive simulation of digital textile handling,
to animate and bring tactile qualities of materials alive [34].
Observational studies highlighted the gestures consumers
demonstrated to assess different forms of textile by hand.
Reproducing the appropriate deformations in textiles due to
these gestures were explored as the design problem. It was
identified that experiences with fabrics is embodied, and
when manipulating fabrics, our touch behavior (i.e.,
sensorimotor involvement) and subsequent textile distortion
impact this interaction. Therefore, the textile deformations
that occur due to our actions while wearing digital clothing
(e.g., walking, fixing its shape and creases) may be integral
in interpreting our experience.

Clothing evidently plays a significant role in identity
formation. Additionally,
literature
highlights
how
SM widens opportunities for users to engage in selfpresentation, thus impacting identity
development.
However, it is unclear if/how digital clothing can contribute
to self-expression and identity formation on SM and other
platforms. Therefore, this
paper
will first examine
whether digital clothing, as a sustainable alternative to
physical fashion, can facilitate identity development to the
same extent as its physical counterpart.

3.1. Research Questions

Furthermore, studies in HCI highlight how digital tools
facilitating textile manipulation and multisensory
feedback enable
a
stronger
understanding
of materials. Nonetheless, limited research has been
conducted on the different forms of interactions, feedback,
and their importance in the context of wearing clothing being
either physical or digital. Thus, this paper will secondly
investigate the vital forms of gestural (and proprioceptive in
general) and sensorial feedback that is missing in digital
clothing, and how they can be incorporated to enhance the
wearing
experience
and
identity
development. Previous literature additionally highlights how
we develop meaning for clothing based on the social context
it is perceived in by others. However, it is unclear how
the opportunity to share digital clothing with others in broad
social contexts will impact this development. Therefore, this
paper will thirdly explore how meaning is developed for
digital clothing.

Atkinson and colleagues [33] furthermore found that
multisensory feedback (e.g., tactile, auditory, and visual)
affected the interaction with fabrics on digital tools. A recent
study conducted by Petreca and colleagues [35] further
supported this finding; participants identified textile
interaction to be a vivid multisensory experience.
Participants interacted with digital textile samples
on iShoogle at a stage in the design process where designers
typically have physical contact with textiles. The participants
identified that tactile, visual, aural, and proprioceptive
perceptions interact to provide a superior understanding of
the material.

Current knowledge on purchasing digital items focuses on
goods
rather
than
digital
clothing in
virtual
environments. Nevertheless, research highlights
an
increasing trend in purchasing virtual clothing for avatars in
virtual
environments
that mimic real-life
selfexpression. This paper will lastly expand on this further
by investigating the uses and motivations customers
currently have for purchasing digital clothing for
themselves, rather than their avatar.

Digital clothing also provides new possibilities to enhance
and augment the wearing experience due to its technological
nature, comparable to the Hyper Textile [35]. The Hyper
Textile was designed as an interactive piece enticing users to
explore the reciprocal relationship between body and
material, targeted to test our perceptive boundaries of what
is material and immaterial. The two-meter-long textile was
draped from the ceiling, allowing for movement based on
participant interaction. When interacted with, the device
produced unpredictable and unfamiliar sounds. Although
this device was not used for research purposes, its aim was
to provide an enhanced and vivid demonstration of humantextile interaction by adding an extra channel of
communication.
Digital
clothing can also facilitate an
augmented exploratory experience that heightens the senses
and obscures the boundaries between the clothing and its
digital properties. Currently digital clothing intensifies visual
feedback by adding extreme features that are only possible
in the virtual world. Dress-X [16] takes advantage of this by
offering a variety of garments that are far from possible,
such as fire blazing shoes. Therefore, there is a possibility
that digital clothing technology can compensate for the
missing sensory feedback by augmenting information that
is unattainable in everyday life.

Based on the findings, we aim to suggest opportunities to
enhance the digital clothing experience. Furthermore, we
explore how digital clothing can encourage sustainable
consumption and foster identity development online.
3.2 Approach

To address the above questions, we engaged in a two-step
approach. First, an autoethnography study was designed to
enable the researcher to have a first-hand experience with
digital clothing and facilitate the preparation of the design
protocol for the user study. Using the learning from this step,
we finalised the material for a diary-interview study with
four digital and four non-digital clothing wearers. We first
report the autoethnography study to show how this led to the
development of material for the second step. We then report
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the method and results for the diary-interview study. This
project was approved by the UCL Research Ethics
Committee (Project ID number: Z6364106/2021/06/128).

digital clothing due to the greater styles and social contexts
they can be worn in, garments were also selected based
on perceived Meanings. Garments were additionally
selected based on how they could be worn together, and
locations in London that could be used as their backdrop.

4. AUTOETHNOGRAPHY

Microsoft Word was utilized to complete the
autoethnography, allowing for a variety of resources to be
included (e.g., images, text). This approach enabled a rich
and vivid account of experiences. Furthermore, using Word
allowed the researcher to track her progress and make
changes to improve accounts based on previous entries.

An autoethnography on the experience of wearing digital
clothing was conducted (see Appendix A.3). This
methodology was pursued as it is an ideal approach for
a naïve researcher
to undergo
a
new experience. Furthermore, it enables the researcher to
understand the difficulties that participants may encounter in
describing their sensorial and meaning-making process with
clothing.
The
autoethnography
was
hence
used to understand how to help users verbalize their
experiences.

4.2 Procedure

The
autoethnography included transcripts
of audio
recordings and written accounts of the sensorial and gestural
experience of wearing digital clothing. Furthermore, images
of the researcher wearing the digital garments were included
in the autoethnography to facilitate deeper reflections on
missing sensorial and gestural feedback. Adjustments
were made to the approach throughout the process, as it was
conducted as a reflective autoethnography.

The results from the autoethnography were not used in the
analysis to address the questions itself. They were used
instead to prepare the material and procedure for the study
with participants. A thematic analysis was not conducted on
the autoethnography, as this may have developed a bias
during interviews with participants in Section 4. The aim of
the autoethnography was furthermore to develop the
procedure for participants. Given the incremental approach,
the findings from the autoethnography may not be
sufficiently reliable as data itself.

Three digital outfits (shown in Figure 2) were digitally worn
by the researcher and accounted for across a three-week
period. The autoethnography included accounts of:
1. Selecting digital clothing (based on criteria in Section
4.1)

4.1 Materials

2. Taking or selecting photos to wear the digital clothing

A 50% discount was provided by DressX [16] for four digital
garments used for the autoethnography (see Appendix
A.17). Figure 1 demonstrates the images that were selected
for wearing digital clothing. Figure 2 portrays the images
after digital clothing were placed on top of the originals by
DressX. Although selecting photos is an important phase in
wearing digital clothing, this was not focused on because the
aim of the research was to highlight ways to make the
wearing experience more immersive. Digital garments were
chosen based on the following factors:

3. Purchasing digital clothing
4. Waiting for the digital clothing to arrive
5. Reflecting on wearing digital clothing
6. Posting digital clothing on Instagram
Whilst the first four stages concern the digital clothing
shopping experience, the last two regard reflecting on the
experience of wearing the digital garments.

1. Sensorial feedback
2. Gestural (or general movement) feedback

4.2.1 Structure of Autoethnography

The autoethnography consisted of four separate entries,
where each entry described the experience of wearing a
single digital garment. Additionally, each entry aimed
to explore different ways to help the researcher articulate her
experience wearing digital clothing, by answering different
questions through various approaches. This was critical as
the researcher would then need to help participants do so.

3. Meaning
These criteria were developed based on the literature review.
As expanded on in Section 2.3, previous literature in
HCI highlights
that
interacting
with
and
understanding textiles on digital tools is a multisensory and
proprioceptive experience. Furthermore, senses interact to
apprehend the wearing experience of physical garments.
Therefore, garments were
selected
based
on Sensorial and Gestural Feedback that the researcher
imagined experiencing in them but were missing. Section
2.2 identifies how we develop our identity through the
meaning of our clothing, based on the context it is interpreted
in. To explore whether we develop different meanings for
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Figure 2: Digital Clothing Photo Selection

`

Figure 3: Digital Clothing Selection
4.2.2 Answering Prompts

To facilitate the autoethnography, prompts were developed
and answered to provide structure for the first two entries
(see Appendix A.4), resembling the approach of a recent
study [48]. Various prompts on sensorial and gestural
feedback missing from digital clothing, as well as the
development of meaning of these garments were answered
such as:

These prompts were intended to assist the thought process
for each entry, as people often have difficulty discussing the
feeling of textile material, or their feelings when they interact
with textiles [49]. Therefore, the prompts followed the
elicitation interview technique [50], targeted to help
interviewees articulate subjective experiences that are
generally inaccessible or challenging to explain. This
approach enables first-person detailed descriptions of lived
experiences by asking content-empty interview questions,
focusing on the how and what of the experience [49,
51]. Rather than thinking aloud, the responses were written
as free thoughts, which was continuously refined through
this iterative questioning to facilitate the elicitation. A
section at the bottom of the autoethnography lastly promoted
a flexible account specific to the experience, enabling the
autoethnography’s personalized writing style.

What kind of sensorial feedback do you get from this
garment?
For each sense:
1.

Where do you feel it?

2.

How does it feel?

3.

How do you feel it?

4.

What triggers the sensation?
6

“...it highlights the wearer’s body much more closely than
the rest of the dress, signifying its tightness and
restrictedness. Additionally, plastic tends to stick to the
human body and restrict movement due to its stiffness. So, it
might be a bit tight around there...”
This approach enabled the researcher to explore modalities
that did not exist in digital clothing. The quote demonstrates
how the researcher elaborated on how tactile sensations were
missing from the digital garment. However, based on visual
feedback and prior knowledge on textiles, she could envision
the sensorial feedback she would experience from the
garment.
“By looking at the pictures... I can see that it is quite a
structured hat. The material looks very thick as well so I
don’t think that it will be a floppy hat.”
However, the prompts did not facilitate an elaboration on all
modalities. For example, the quote above exhibits how the
researcher struggled to discuss the sensorial feedback that
she imagined experiencing from the digital hat. The prompts
itself did not help the researcher when she lacked prior
experience for wearing similar garments in physical form.

Figure 5: Desired Sensorial Feedback

Upon answering all the prompts, the sensorial feedback
envisioned to be experienced purely based on visual
feedback from the garment (see Figure 2), as well as the
sensorial feedback that was missing from the digital
clothing (see Figure 3) were labelled on the digital
garment. Labelling the images thus allowed the researcher
to return to these images at a later point during
the autoethnography process to compare the depth of the
reflections made across the different approaches.
4.2.3 Triadic Comparison Approach

Figure 4: Information Obtained from Visual Feedback

Figure 6: Triadic Comparison Approach

The first autoethnography methodology proved to have
gaps; the researcher struggled to communicate how she
imagined the digital garment to feel. The second and third
autoethnography entries thus aimed to answer the same
prompts while comparing a garment of focus with digital and
physical garments. This approach was inspired by the triadic
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comparison approach [52], which helps describe subjective
perceptions by contrasting three textiles. Previous research
has identified how this is an approachable technique for
untrained participants to describe their subjective experience
[52]. Therefore, it was attempted to understand whether this
technique could be used to better communicate the
experience of wearing digital clothing. In the second
autoethnography entry, the garment of interest (the coat to
the left in Figure 4) was compared with two similar
digital coats found on the DressX website (see Figure
4). These digital coats were picked deliberately, as they
differed considerably across the eight bipolar descriptors
commonly used for textiles (see Table 1) [80]. For example,
the garment to the left on Figure 3 was the thickest, followed
by the garment to the right, and the garment in the middle
was deemed thinnest.

having three different garments prompted a chain reaction of
reflections on sensorial and gestural feedback.

Descriptors
Warm

Cool

Figure 7: Physical Garment Probe

Thick

Thin

Stiff

Flexible

Rough

Smooth

In the third autoethnography entry, a physical garment that
resembled the garment of interest in the second
autoethnography entry was used as a probe (see Figure 5). It
was explored whether a physical garment could facilitate the
understanding of how the digital garment should feel and
articulate the sensations to answer the prompts in more
depth.

Table 1: Bipolar Descriptors of Textiles

“I would like to be able to feel it around my neck, so it keeps
my neck warm... and my face... if I want to snuggle up in it to
receive some comfort and feel the softness of the coat... I
think it is more when I am trying to stay warm while I’m
wearing the coat... so if there is for example a cold breeze
coming through or if I am walking in the rain... I would want
to cover myself a bit more in the coat to protect myself.”

The garments were compared by answering the prompts
on each of the three digital garments.
“the other two coats [middle and right garment in Figure 3]
looks a lot smoother and… coat 1 [left garment in Figure 3]
has more of a specific shine as well compared to the other
two... this is also a key element showing that coat 1 is a fur
coat because I feel like fur coats have a shine that other coats
do not have… depending on different textiles that you are
wearing it reflects light in different ways. I think that with
coat 1, the light is reflected more in a way that shows the
dimensions of the coat… the coat shimmers and the
light gives the textile more movement. With coat 2 and coat
3, the light is reflected off the entire coat in a similar way…
but with coat 1… textile looks like its moving or dancing in a
way because the light is reflected off each fibre of the fake
fur.”

By using a probe, the researcher also explored
and understood body movements that she desires to make in
digital clothing, based on the properties of the coat and the
context it could be worn in. For example, the above quote
highlights the desire to snuggle up in the coat is related to
being
protected from
the
cold. Therefore,
it facilitated reflections on why certain forms of sensorial
and gestural feedback from the digital clothing were desired,
and how these forms of feedback would make the researcher
feel in the garment.

Having three garments of the similar nature allowed the
researcher to understand each garment in more depth. By
comparing garments side by side, the researcher was able
to investigate specific details across all garments. When a
significant detail was identified in one garment, it was also
reflected on for the other two. For example, the excerpt
above highlights how the light reflected off one garment
helped
the
researcher distinguish the
differences
in movement and softness of all three garments. Therefore,
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4.2.4 Love and Break-Up Letter

After completing the first three autoethnography entries, the
prompts were identified to be repetitive and redundant,
affecting the level of involvement with the garments in each
account. The final autoethnography entry therefore took a
very different approach: writing a love and break-up letter to
digital clothing based on its wearing and shopping
experience. This activity was inspired by a recent study
conducted by the BBC [53], which encouraged researchers
to make studies more motivating and fun by designing tasks
that involve different forms of engagement. Therefore, the
researcher first wrote a love-letter to digital clothing, as if it
were a person, about why she loved it so much and it makes
her life better on one piece of paper (see Figure 7). Then, the
researcher wrote a break-up letter to digital clothing. This
entailed writing why she was dissatisfied with it, and she
thinks she would be better off without it. This entry assisted
reflections on how the digital clothing experience could be
improved, by considering what the user liked and disliked
most about the experience.

Figure 8: Instagram Post

Images of the researcher wearing the digital garment was
also posted on her Instagram for the third autoethnography
entry (see Figure 6). This was conducted to gain insight into
the reflections on the garment that occur in social contexts
and that are caused by the appreciations of others.
Screenshots of the Instagram post was included in the entry.
The way the clothing was presented by the researcher and
thought to be conveyed to others was reported. The opinions
of others on the digital garment were also collected from the
comments section to identify how it affected the researcher’s
experience.

“I also dislike how I can only wear you once in a photograph.
What I can do in you currently is so limited! I want to be able
to wear you for different occasions like parties or on zoom
calls with my friends so I can show you off more. I can only
share you with others on my Instagram, which discourages
me from wanting to buy a different version of you because of
the limited opportunities you provide.”

Figure 9: Love Letter
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Writing a break-up and love letter proved to be very effective
as the final task in the autoethnography. This was because
the researcher was capable to reflect on the sensorial and
gestural feedback that was available and missing from the
digital garment in an efficient manner, based on her
experience with the previous autoethnography entries. Upon
this quick reflection, the researcher was able to think about
what she likes about digital clothing and how she would
want to improve it by writing these two letters. For example,
in the excerpt above, the researcher elaborates on how she
would like to wear digital clothing for more purposes other
than posting it only on Instagram. Therefore, the chronology
of the approaches used for the autoethnography proved to
be efficient in terms of understanding the digital garments
and then identifying ways to enhance it.

information provided, they signed the consent form
on RedCap (see Appendix A.2). The study was split in three
phases: the initial interview, a four-day diary study followed
by the main interview. After the full study was conducted
with the first participant, the process and questions were
further strengthened before continuing with the rest of the
participants
5.2.1 Initial Interview

All participants first took part in a semi-structured interview
to collect their demographic information and explore their
prior experience of wearing digital or physical clothing, and
their expectations of engaging with digital garments (see
Appendix A.5, A.6). Furthermore, participants engaged in a
short activity that aimed to help them answer questions on
the sensorial experience of wearing both physical and digital
clothing. This task entailed the participants answering the
question based on an image of the researcher wearing a
digital (for digital clothing users) or a physical (for nondigital clothing users) garment. This emerged to be an
important task because the first participant reported the
difficulty
of
comprehending and
answering
the first question. By practicing answering the first question
with participants, questions were ensured to be answered in
the intended manner. This interview, conducted on
Microsoft Teams, lasted approximately an hour (See
Appendix A.7).

5. DIARY STUDY AND INTERVIEW: METHODS

A qualitative approach was used to address
the research questions. Participants were recruited to take
part in an initial interview, diary study and a main interview.
5.1 Participants

Eight female participants (mean age = 24.89, standard dev.
= 4.20), four digital clothing users (mean age = 27, standard
dev. = 6) and four non-digital clothing users (mean age =
23.25, standard dev. = 0.5) were recruited for the study.
Digital clothing users were recruited as expert users. Nondigital clothing users, who are interested in digital clothing,
were recruited as they were not biased by the limited current
digital technology mainly based on photo dressing.
In addition, both participants (particularly the naïve
ones) were recruited to identify important sensations in
physical clothing, and if/how they should be translated into
digital clothing.
Digital clothing users, recruited through the help of DressX,
had experience using digital clothing at least once. Nondigital clothing users, recruited through opportunity
sampling, had no experience using digital clothing. All
participants but one was coincidentally sustainable fashion
supporters and refrained from purchasing from fast fashion
stores. All participants were able to communicate fluently in
English.
A £30 gift voucher of their preference were given to
participants as monetary compensation for taking
part. One digital clothing wearer completed only half of the
study due to limited availability and was thus given a £15
voucher for compensation.

Figure 10: Practice Task (For Digital Clothing Users)

5.2.2 Diary Study

Next, participants were asked to complete two separate diary
entries across four days. A diary study was conducted
to facilitate deeper reflections about the experience of
wearing physical or digital clothing, to obtain richer accounts
and details for questions asked in the main interview. The
diary furthermore provided content to be discussed between
the
participant
and
researcher during
the

5.2 Procedure

Before participants took part in the study, they were given an
information sheet explaining the aim and the study (see
Appendix A.1). They were invited to ask questions before
confirming their participation. If satisfied with the
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interview. Questions for diary entries were developed based
on the autoethnography conducted by the researcher.

Figure 12: Diary Entry 2 (For Digital Clothing Users)

The second diary entry entailed writing a letter to digital or
physical clothing, imagining it were a person. The aim of this
diary entry was to provoke thinking in terms of how to
improve digital or physical clothing, after better
understanding their wearing experience in the first diary
entry. Resembling the task conducted for the
autoethnography, digital clothing users were asked to write a
love letter to their digital garments (see Appendix A.11) and
non-digital clothing users to their physical garments (see
Appendix A.12), if wearing it was a positive experience. If
wearing the digital or physical garment was a negative
experience, participants were asked to write a break-up letter
to their garment. Participants were also given the option to
write both letters if they could not decide which to write.
Participants were expected to spend 30 minutes on this
task (see Appendix A.13).

Figure 11: Example Questions in Diary Entry 1 (For Digital
Clothing Users)

The first diary entry involved answering content-empty
questions concerning what and how, provoking participants
to reflect on a specific experience they had wearing
clothing (see Figure 7). Digital clothing users were asked
questions on their experience wearing digital clothing (see
Appendix A.8), and non-digital clothing users on physical
clothing (see
Appendix
A.9).
The
questions were developed from the prompts answered in the
autoethnography, which aimed to facilitate a better
understanding of garments. Participants were given the
opportunity to describe their experience wearing digital or
physical clothing by answering six questions based on one
garment or by comparing three similar garments, mimicking
the triadic comparison process [48]. If they did not have three
similar garments, participants were allowed to include
screenshots of clothing from both digital and physical
clothing brands, or a photo of a similar physical garment
from their wardrobe. Participants were expected to spend 30
minutes on this task (see Appendix A.10).

Participants were asked to complete the two diary entries on
separate days across the span of four days. Four days were
allocated to complete the tasks because it was expected
that the questions from the first diary entry would trigger
more thoughts as participants went about their life wearing
clothing. These thoughts were expected to further enrich
the second diary entry and the final interview.
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5.2.3 Main Interview

6. RESULTS

Upon concluding the diary entries, participants engaged in a
semi-structured interview aimed to explore their entries in
more depth. For digital clothing users, the interview aimed
to obtain further insight on how the interactive experience of
digital clothing can be enhanced, in terms of sensorial and
gestural feedback, identity development, and how
participants desire to use digital clothing in the future. For
non-digital clothing users, the interview aimed to explore the
important sensations and identity formation experienced in
physical clothing. Additionally, the various sensorial
feedback that users expect or desire to experience from
digital clothing were examined. Interview questions for both
digital and non-digital clothing users were developed based
on the findings from the autoethnography and diary entries.
A general interview guide (see Appendix A.14, A.15) was
followed to ensure participants were asked similar questions
with possible follow-up questions. Each interview, lasting
approximately an hour, was conducted on Microsoft Teams,
then transcribed (see Appendix A.16).

In this section, we present findings from an inductive
thematic analysis. Transcriptions were analysed as advised
by Braun and Clarke [54] on qualitative data analysis
software, NVivo. After becoming familiar with the data,
initial codes were highlighted in the transcripts, which were
then extracted and interpreted to form themes (see
Figure 8). Six themes were identified with various
subthemes, as summarized in Table 2, which are discussed
below. P# is used to identify the participants' number, I#
signifies excerpts from the interviews (I1 for initial
interview
and
I2
for
main
interview),
and D# demonstrates quotes from the diaries (D1 for entry 1
and D2 for entry 2).

Figure 13: Code and Theme Development on NVivo
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Table 2: Summary of Themes and Subthemes

6.1 Digital clothing as a new opportunity for selfexpression

provides more sustainable
options than
physical
clothing, users can explore their creativity by wearing
garments that
expresses
their
individuality while
also resembling their values to send a message to
others. Digital fashion fosters a higher level of creativity by
creating
clothing
that
cannot
exist
in
real
life; users therefore express a
greater
inclination to
experiment with their fashion styles and individuality.

Users reported that physical and digital clothing facilitate
creative
self-expression. Two subthemes, wider variety
in digital clothing than physical clothing and digital fashion
as a place for experimenting, were identified with
further respective subthemes. As there are no physical
barriers to digital design and digital clothing
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Digital clothing fosters the exploration of individuality
through
countless
fashion
styles
by
making it readily available to all users. The ability to access
many fashion styles on one digital platform may encourage
users to push their styles and to experiment with them for
unique occasions.

6.1.1 Wider variety in digital clothing than physical clothing

Digital clothing comes in a wide range of styles easily
available for users to try. They can try eccentric and creative
styles, which is not available as physical sustainable
alternatives. Therefore, users can explore different styles to
engage in self-expression, while still staying true to their
sustainable values.

...you can fully explore your creativity and you can go
into... different type of fashion styling if that makes sense –
P3 (I1)
I’d love seeing people be a bit more creative and individual
with their style instead of just like buying whatever's cheap
from a High Street store for an event 'cause they think it it's
like in line with a trend. I think it would just be interesting to
see digital clothing push the limits of style, personal style... P6 (I2)

No physical barriers to digital design

Users reported to look for unique and creative digital
garments that set them apart from other people. Wearing
unique garments enable users to express their individuality
and stand out from the crowd, boosting their self-esteem and
confidence.

P8 is unable to fully express herself creatively through
affordable sustainable physical clothing; they tend to
resemble more classic and natural rather than eccentric and
creative styles. She therefore enjoys wearing digital clothing
as it provides her with the opportunity to express herself in
ways that she cannot in real life, while staying true to her
values.

[digital garment] means uniqueness... feeling unique boosts
my self-esteem and tickles my Ego - P2 (Diary 1)
Users express their desire to wear unique digital clothing to
digital events. These events that they wish to go to while
wearing digital clothing include digital club nights and
soirees, where they can meet and converse with other
people.

I can't express myself in real life and I can express myself
with digital clothing. - P8 (I2)

...like clubs where we could wear digital clothing and I could
not have like dress up like that would be really fun. - P3
(Interview 2)

It's very hard to find something unique, you know, in
sustainable fashion. So digital fashion at this point... is the
best way to express your creativity. - P8 (I2)

I would like to go definitely to like some like eveningesque stuff. Soirees, lots of wear, lots of talks like
communication can happen. - P7 (Interview 2)

Digital clothing represents user’s values

Due to the unique and dramatic nature of digital clothing,
users wish to wear them to events. Wearing digital clothing
enables users to stand out in the group. Thus, wearing digital
clothing may foster social interactions between the user and
other attendees, as it may attract attention.

Users claim that fashion is a powerful tool to communicate
one’s values to others. Users therefore select digital
clothing because it aligns with their beliefs, which is further
presented to others.
A reason why fashion, and it really is a feeling to us right,
because we can communicate through fashion our values. P2 (I1)

I would love to wear this dress... You know special events
where people dress up, you know, it feels... dramatic, it's like
you're hiding something inside of you so you're going to be
in the middle of the center of attention of other people… - P8
(Interview 2)

P5 moreover stresses to purchase clothing from businesses
that “embodies a lot of my beliefs” (P5, I1), as they “view
my purchase of clothing as a statement” (P5, I1). Therefore,
users refrain from purchasing clothing from fast fashion
brands because they represent values they do not
manifest. Users are interested in and purchase digital
clothing
because
a value
that
is
presented
through this engagement is supporting sustainability.

Sustainable with more choice

Digital clothing allows users to express themselves at
another level of creativity, since clothing that cannot exist in
real life can be purchased. Therefore, when selecting and
wearing digital clothing, users concentrate on how to express
their individuality. By putting their individuality in
focus, rather than how they may be perceived by others,
users gain more confidence in themselves.

Especially after I switched to sustainability, it's a huge
statement for me that... this garment might cost exactly the
same as really physical garment, right? I might not ever
wear it again, but it's my sign to show that I'm standing for
sustainability and addressing climate change - P2 (I1)

...you really explore your individuality... It does help you like
be more confident and explore just your creativity and like
how you want to dress for yourself rather than for others. P3 (I2)

Nonetheless, P2 expresses that wearing digital clothing does
not fully embody their values on sustainable fashion. As
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wearing polyester materials is unsustainable, she feels that
incongruent values are being expressed through her digital
garment.

Digital spaces may be a haven for users to test unique styles,
as P3 expresses. Since users are free to present themselves in
any desired way and may receive less judgement from
others in digital spaces, they may feel comfortable
experimenting with their styles.

I want to align with my values that I have when it comes to
clothing in real life... People say no to polyester in
real life... and I'm in this crisp polyester digital dress like. I
wonder if I'm gonna like come through... someone who's not
serious. I'm like not consistent. Even though like of course
it's a digital clothing right, it's a different thing. - P2 (I2)

I want to experience the Sun Woo dress online, on my digital
persona where I feel more confident and able to experiment
with wearing anything I want. - P3 (D1)
6.2 Difficulties in developing attachment to digital
clothing due to the lack of critical elements in physical
clothing

6.1.2 Digital fashion as a place for experimenting

As digital clothing offers an abundance of fashion styles on
one platform, it allows users to experiment with garments.
Pressures to conform to social rules and expectations are
relieved in virtual environments, thus allowing users to wear
diverse garments.

Both non-digital and digital clothing users claimed that
developing an attachment and creating memories in physical
clothing is important because it reminds them of people and
special points in their lives. The process of developing
attachment to physical clothing involves a few stages, which
provides insight into why physical clothing is more special
than digital clothing to users. Users expressed several
factors that are involved in the process of developing
attachment to clothing that are not currently possible with
digital clothing, which were identified as the subthemes
of memories develop by re-wearing garments, experiencing
special moments in clothing develops relationships,
attachment is developed by reminiscing while feeling the
garment, and garments are passed down from/to friends and
family.

Relaxed social rules in virtual environments

Users
can
experiment
with different digital garments without worrying
about conforming to social expectations. P2 reports how
expectations of dressing in physical garments inhibits her
from trying various styles. Nonetheless, with digital
clothing, she can expand her horizons and wear anything she
desires. Therefore, digital clothing provides her a safe space
to prioritize her interest in clothing and developing her
identity over societal and cultural expectations.
In my real life, I'm forced to wear more comfortable clothing
like white sneakers, boyfriend jeans and a print tee. With you
[digital clothing] I can push my fashion style much further I can wear a Gothic dress or a futuristic outfit. I feel that with
you I can be whatever I want, really. - P2 (D2)

6.2.1 Memories develop by re-wearing garments

By re-wearing physical clothing, users tend to attribute
memories of what was experienced to them. These memories
attached to the garments make it difficult for users to discard
them, as they now have a special meaning to them.
...so many memories of nights out are attached to this like
leather coat... - P5 (I2)

A safe space for self-expression

Digital clothing also enables users to experiment with their
fashion styles even if they lack confidence, as they do not
have to present their garments to others. Users can purchase
unique garments and examine how they look in it
individually. By allowing users to experiment in this manner,
digital clothing may eventually give users the confidence to
purchase experimentative styles as physical clothing.

When it comes down to emptying my closet and getting rid of
clothes, then suddenly I can't get rid of anything... I've worn
this thing that day and I had so much fun that one day and
suddenly all starts… attributing memories to my items... - P4
(I1)
The current state of digital clothing does not allow users to
re-wear the garments, thus users do not develop a strong
connection to them. P2 conveys that re-wearing digital
clothing would allow for memories to be attributed to digital
garments in a similar manner to physical clothing.

...you want an image of you in like slightly wacky clothing,
but you didn't have the confidence to walk down Oxford St...
You know you can still experience what you look like in that
clothing without having the staring eyes at you if you're not
like a confident person – P1 (I2)

If I had it saved in my digital closet somewhere... and I can
sort of apply it for free on, you know my other pictures, I
think I would have sort of much more connections because
I'll be wearing it again – P2 (I2)

If you did feel too self-conscious or like you don't have the
confidence to like actually physically wear that clothing
outside, no one actually really is going to see you.... - P1
(I2)

...if you could re-wear the same garment, that would be
different... then my memory would be… I had this wonderful
meeting I presented when I was wearing this dress so next
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time make me feel empowered to do another amazing
speech… - P2 (I2)

I really like giving clothes to friends as well, 'cause I get to
see them like making their own memories. - P6 (I2)
Furthermore, clothing that is passed down from friends and
family elicits strong memories and emotions when they are
worn. P5 feels a connection with their mother when they
wear the garment, due to the memories associated with it.

6.2.2 Experiencing special moments in clothing develops
relationships

Relationships are developed between garments and users
when important moments are experienced together. As more
moments are experienced in a garment, their relationship
becomes stronger, and the garment becomes a “partner” to
the user.

It feels nice and makes me feel closer to my mom... reminds
me of like some good times with her like so I think it
highlights things that... I think that that makes me feel closer
to her... - P5 (I2)

I've been in a lot of places with it... I've been on flights
with it and we've been like quite a lot of places together... P5 (I2)

6.3 The need for sensing digital textiles

Users report an interest in interacting with digital textiles by
wearing and moving with it. When users wear and move
in digital clothing, they express the importance of detecting
where clothing covers the body and where skin is exposed,
demonstrated as a subtheme, as these sensations can provoke
different feelings in contexts including feeling protected or
confident. Furthermore, users desire to experience digital
clothing as their second skin, as clothing can often restrict
movements. However, users also indicate their ability to
move in clothing should depend on perceived material, as
these properties can also facilitate feelings and emotions
while wearing the garment. Due to the technological nature
of digital clothing, users also see the opportunity to digitally
alter unpleasant sensations from material. This reflects their
desire to wear physical textiles that are usually
uncomfortable but beautiful, without having to experience
the unpleasantness.

I had a rough start with you [physical garment], but you
ended up becoming my most essential and valued partner. P4 (D2)
As a garment stays in a user’s life for longer, they have more
opportunities to experience special moments together. A
stronger relationship, and thus attachment, develops between
a garment and a user as they remain in each other's lives for
a prolonged period.
...but maybe in a few years’ time it will have an even deeper
meaning because it's like a new garment. - P5 (I2)
6.2.3 Attachment is developed by reminiscing while feeling
the garment

Users must reminisce about garments when they are not
wearing it, for attachment to develop. P6 stresses the
importance of experiencing multimodal feedback (i.e., sight
and touch) from a garment when she is not wearing it, to
remember all the memories associated with it.

6.3.1 Wearing and moving in clothing

Different properties of garments are vital for users to
understand, as they wear and move in them.

I think it's memories of afterwards... I would be able to like
carry memories and clothing if I could have them and see
them you know, and like reminisce about it. - P6 (I2)

Detecting where clothing covers the body and where skin is
exposed

...you'd have to be able to have it... And be able to touch it ...
I would just like go through and like feel the things I like
remember so I don't know like just get that feedback when
you're not wearing it. - P6 (I2)

Understanding where clothing covers and exposes the
wearer’s body plays an important role in the experience of
wearing clothing, as it can make users feel positively in
different contexts. Users report that the sensation of being
covered provides feelings of comfort at times where users
feel at risk, such as winter months, since clothing can
potentially provide warmth and safety from weather
conditions.

6.2.4 Garments are passed down from/to friends and family

Physical clothing has strong social associations as users often
pass down or receive clothing from friends and family. Users
give clothing to others when they no longer feel an
attachment to it, allowing others to develop new memories
with it. P6 furthermore expresses how she enjoys seeing her
old clothes being used by her friends and family, as new
memories are being made in her garment.

I also feel safe as the coat is covering most of my body. - P5
(D1)
…winter is quite... you don't have to... expose yourself to that
or put yourself in that vulnerable like position. - P5 (I2)

So it's like kind of passing on the torch... I really enjoy this a
lot more than I would get out of just wearing them
myself, 'cause I don't really have like that attachment to them
anymore. - P6 (I2)

Users also express the significance of feeling their skin being
exposed, as it fuels their confidence. Therefore, depending
on what clothing is being worn for and where, the sensations
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of being exposed and covered promote feelings that are
relevant for the occasion.

You could wear something that's kind of a bit like risky, but
you don't have to worry about your breasts falling
out. 'cause it's like digital... - P6 (I1)

The fact that it exposes the place where I want to be exposed
(back and chest) while it covers what I want covered (my
breasts) also trigger the positive and confident feelings. - P7
(D1)

...it could be nice that I don't have like a faux pas where
actually end up exposing things that I don't want to... will
make me feel a lot more confident - P7 (I2)

...I think the fact that you know that you know my back is
exposed. That's why this top makes me feel flirtatious and
that's why it makes me feel playful. - P7 (I2)

Furthermore, feeling the tightness of clothing can be a
negative experience. As it can be an uncomfortable and
triggering feeling about a user’s weight, it is desired for
digital clothing to eliminate this form of feedback to increase
body positivity.

Users
feel
safe when
they
feel
the
weight
of clothing covering and surrounding their entire
body. This coverage acts as a form of protection,
which makes users feel more confident and powerful in their
own body.

I also don't want something to feel too tight otherwise that
feels triggering for me and it makes me feel stressed and a
bit like or I'm too big for this – P6 (I2)

...that [physical] coat makes me feel really safe because... it's
like so heavy it's like almost like armor 'cause it's really
thick. So, like it just really does protect me... protected from
the rain... – P5 (I2)

Users therefore wish digital clothing to ultimately feel so
comfortable and unrestricting in terms of movement,
resembling their second skin. Digital clothing should be
harmonious with the different body movements that users
want to make, resembling the ultimate feeling of freedom.
I like that it kind of like is more in tune to your body
movements and listens to your body movements a lot more. P7 (I2)

Desire to experience clothing as second skin

Users report a strong desire to move freely
in digital clothing, as their movements feel constrained in
physical
clothing. Wearing
constraining
physical
clothing makes users feel uncomfortable. Users therefore
desire to wear digital clothing that does not restrict them
from making free and spontaneous movements.

Ability
to
move
clothing should depend on perceived material

in

The movements users desire to make in garments depend on
the textiles that they are made from. Users wish to make
movements that are in accordance with the garment. For
example, when wearing a large coat, P5 does not expect to
make free movements due to its anticipated weight. Since the
sensation of the weight is an important experience
of understanding what one is wearing, P4 desires to move
around in a manner that corresponds to their garment's textile
properties.

I want to be able to move more freely like… The dress is
moving with me. - P2 (I2)
I hate it when I can feel my clothes on me... when I can feel
like it's almost like chains… - P4 (I2)
Furthermore, users feel restricted when physical garments
ride up against their body due to movements (e.g., sitting
down) and having to adjust their garments to fix its
placement
on
their body. P4 therefore wishes
for digital clothing to remain where they are intended to
be on their body.

I feel the heaviness of the coat and therefore as it is tight
fitting also, I don’t want to make big movements. - P5 (D1)
...it kind of determines how you move… how your body
interacts with it... how it flows in your movements. - P4 (I2)

I hate having to fix my [physical] clothes... I can't just
like make a spontaneous movement or do something... - P4
(I2)

If users do not experience properties of the textile, such as
its weight, they would not feel like they are wearing it.

[while wearing physical clothing] you shouldn't have to sit
and think about where it rides up... If things just fit, you'd
have no concerns... - P4 (I2)

'..cause you know [physical] clothes they... weigh on you like
you can feel that you're wearing them. It would be really
cool if there was like some sort of technology where you
could actually feel like you are wearing it. - P4 (I2)

I just need things to stay where they're supposed to stay... I
want clothing to sort of feel like my second skin. - P4 (I2)
Physical garments can also expose unwanted body parts and
provide minimal support for the female body. Users would
like digital clothing to attend to them and prevent these
negative interactions, allowing them to move freely and
confidently.

6.3.2 Digitally altering the unpleasant sensation of material

Users indicated different preferences for how digital
materials should feel, as textiles and their sensations affect
their feelings and movements. To improve the experience of
wearing digital clothing, users desire to eliminate various
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unpleasant sensations that they experience from physical
clothing. By removing unpleasant sensations associated with
certain textiles (e.g., PVC) in digital clothing, garments made
from them would be more available to users. Users find the
idea of this very exciting, as they will have the opportunity
to wear textiles that they usually refrain from in real life.

So, say you're living somewhere else, right?... like and I'm
living in a completely different side of the world and our
other friends or whoever is coming to this party. It reminds
me of like The Sims, where I can build my outfit and stuff...
Yeah, hang out like in a virtual space with your friends. - P5
(I2)

...if you can wear like crazy fabrics and things would
be really cool.... I've never worn like a PVC catsuit... I would
if it was digital like you know… like things that are quite
uncomfortable to wear… I'm just gonna wear it 'cause I
don't have to feel the discomfort... - P6 (I2)

Similarly, P2 imagined purchasing digital clothing for a 3D
avatar that represents herself in this mixed-reality world.
...you would have the, some sort of a mixed reality device.
And then you would, spend at least a couple hours a day in
this virtual world. And in this world, you will... have like a
3D model of yourself. You have your digital garment,
right? You have like selection of all these clothing...
I definitely
imagined some
sort
of
a
fashion styling services on the go. - P2 (I2)

A key sensation that users desired to experience from digital
material is softness. Users desire to translate the feeling of
softness to digital garments, possibly because they associate
this sensation with home wear, worn to feel comfortable and
relaxed.
...softness feedback is important to understand because it
makes me feel more chilled out and relaxed… like this is like
my chill home wear - P5 (I2)

Uncanny Valley Effect of digital clothing

Users report how digital clothing for their digital persona
should
look unrealistic. P5 stresses
this in
virtual
environments, relating it to the Uncanny Valley Effect seen
with social robots. Similarly, she believes that if digital
clothing looks too realistic, she will feel more uncomfortable
in it and will try to find aspects of the garments that are not
real.

Unpleasant sensations from garments makes users feel more
conscious about the discomfort, which affects their mood.
Nonetheless, wearing soft garments eliminates this
awareness and makes users feel confident.
...when it's a negative experience, such as like if it's itchy, or
you know if it's too thick or too tight like that is a lot... You
are a lot more conscious about it then if it was incredibly soft
and you know very free... it's not. - P7 (I2)

...the fact that it looks it would look so real. But then there'd
be slight things off about it that I would know it's fake I think
I like want to reject it – P5 (I2)
In conjunction, P7 believes that making clothing
increasingly realistic in virtual environments will make it
challenging to separate what is real and what is not.
Therefore, for virtual environments, digital clothing should
possibly be slightly animated rather than too realistic.

6.4 Digital clothing to develop both digital and physical
identity

Users desire to wear digital clothing to build their physical
and digital identities. Users can develop a digital
persona by wearing
digital
clothing in virtual
environments as a 3D avatar (e.g., games, mixed-reality
worlds). Users report that they do not want digital clothing
to be too realistic in such environments, due to a
possible Uncanny
Valley
Effect of
digital
clothing. Nonetheless, users express that digital clothing
must feel real to represent physical identity. If digital
clothing looks more realistic in the future, users desire to
use digital clothing for meetings. For such purposes, digital
clothing should augment sensorial feedback that translates
personal details to others, so users can get to know each
other better through a digital medium.

I think it would be nice to kind of acknowledge the differences
between VR and reality… I would like to really get the most
use out of the endless possibilities you can have in VR that
you don't get in reality, so I would like to distinguish the two
apart. - P7 (I2)
6.4.2 Digital clothing must feel real to represent physical
identity

When using digital clothing to build physical
identities, realism was critical as it needs to satisfy the social
rules and expectations of the physical society. Some users
believe that the current state of digital clothing looks too
animated and thus its uses are limited. P1 expresses that
digital clothing cannot be used for practical purposes (e.g.,
meetings) due to how it looks too “futuristic” (I1), possibly
making one appear less professional.

6.4.1 Wearing digital clothing in virtual environments
Users envisage more use for digital clothes than the
current Instagram photos. As technology is becoming more
prevalent in all aspects of our lives, users imagine spending
time in virtual environments in the future where they can
wear digital garments. P5 imagines using digital clothing in
a virtual space, where they can meet with their friends. In
this virtual space, users would be able to travel together,
and wear elaborate digital clothing.

...it kind of disappointed me that it just looked so….
Animated… I would it to look a bit more real because I feel
like…. It could have some good uses right away. - P1 (I1)
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Not only does digital clothing look too unrealistic, but the
inability also to interact with digital clothing contributes to
the out of body wearing experience. Because digital clothing
looks so unrealistic, P8 has no desire to touch their digital
garment.

she is interested in a digital perfume for her digital clothing
to further express her brand and image on digital platforms.
I want it to augment things that would like exist in everyday
life – P1 (Interview 2)
...that's what I want to portray about myself... I want you to
like, smell my perfume 'cause it's my signature perfume. - P1
(I2)

I'm a very fidgety person and needs to be touching things. So,
I think that's also something that's going to make it like more
realistic as well and like in terms of like your behavior and
your confidence in the items... - P4 (I2)

As spraying on and smelling perfume from clothing is an act
that one engages in with regularly, P5 furthermore adds that
adding perfume to digital clothing would make its wearing
experience more realistic. By being able to engage in this act,
digital garments may thus develop a greater existence.

...it really it doesn't look natural. It looks like they’re fake
garments. I don't feel it's real. I don't want to touch it – P8
(I2)

...if each time I can like release, a smell of like what my
perfume is like when I'm in all these different experiences
and then that gives me a sense of continuity, because like,
that's something you would do in everyday life – P5 (I2)

Using digital clothing for meetings

Users would like to wear digital clothing for meetings on
teleconferencing systems such as Zoom and Microsoft
Teams. P5 indicates that digital clothing would be useful
for this purpose, as clothing for such occasions tend to be
more formal and separate from everyday clothing. Therefore,
rather than wasting money and resources on garments that
are not worn often, digital clothing can potentially be an
accessible and sustainable alternative.

6.5 Desired feedback from digital clothing that is
unattainable from physical clothing

Users desire feedback from digital clothing that is
unattainable while wearing physical clothing. As digital
clothing can provide opportunities to wear garments that are
not possible in real life, users desire to take advantage of
this. Users therefore demonstrate
an
interest
in
wearing digital clothing that resembles artwork and that
are otherworldly. In otherworldly garments, users would like
to make and experience movement that are unachievable on
Earth. Users express that we must rethinking clothing as a
multimodal environment, for feedback to complement each
other and tell an overall story.

...for an interview you have one very like formal outfit
you wear? And even if you're maybe working in the office,
you wouldn't wear that as much like because you want to
keep this outfit like pristine? But because it's not used very
much, they feel like it's a waste to the planet to have these
materials being used for an outfit that I only use in very
specific occasions. - P5 (I2)
Using digital clothing for meetings would allow users to
present themselves professionally without making a big
effort in the morning. However, P4 emphasizes that digital
clothing must look realistic as possible to be used for
meetings, as she does not want to be regarded as “lazy” for
not wearing physical clothing.

6.5.1 Wearing digital clothing that resembles artwork

For attending digital social events, users would like to wear
digital clothing that resembles artwork. Users desire to wear
artistic digital garments that they cannot wear physically in
real life. Users would like digital clothing to be more
“theatrical” (P6, I2), hence possibly indicating that the
experience of wearing digital clothing is seen as a
performance.

...the working from home lifestyle... you don't get up early
enough.... it could be better in terms of presenting myself like
on that day I've woken up late and I'm, you know, don't have
time to like look good or professional. I can just put
something over. Which would be quite helpful. - P5
(Interview 2)

I get to go to like events and stuff I think for something like
that would be really cool to wear, like something that was
like a bit more out there and a bit more like artistic and like
avantgarde... you're like wearing that piece of art... – P6 (I1)

...I don't think anyone should be on the other side of the
computer and be like oh OK, this person didn't get dressed
today… She's wearing her digital clothing 'cause she's
lazy… it still needs to look very realistic – P4 (I1)

It's been more like a spectacle. I guess it's the way I'm
imagining digital clothing to be like almost like wearable art
I think would be cool like used for it. - P6 (I2)

Translating personal details to digital clothing

The sensorial feedback experienced in digital clothing is
furthermore desired to replicate that of artwork. P3 wishes to
feel uncomfortable in art-like garments, thus receiving
consistent feedback from all her senses to create a coherent
wearing experience.

While using digital clothing for meetings, users are
interested in incorporating further feedback that is consistent
with their personal image. P2 reports that her signature
perfume is something that represents her. Thus,
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It's more art rather than clothes. It's like you're wearing a
piece of art and like any piece of art… it's meant to
be uncomfortable... - P3 (I2)

...you could create this new kind of feedback depending on
the garment... Depending on the style of the garment, you
could create these kinds of new gestures that again kind of
fit this whole theme... - P1 (I2)

Wearing otherworldly digital clothing

Users desire to wear digital garments that are “fantastical”
(P5, I2) and “magical” (P8, I2). Furthermore, users express
an interest in these garments to have supernatural elements
and move fantastically. Since users are interested in
purchasing garments for “artistic purposes” (P5, I2), some
may wish to explore the costume end of this spectrum.

6.6 Collective experience of digital clothing

Users report that digital clothing should not only be
experienced by the wearer, but also by those around
them. Several collective experiences while wearing physical
garments were of interest to be translated into the digital
clothing experience. These include the desire of others to
touch/sense garment boosts confidence and clothing
interacting with the environment.

I could have a dragon’s tail or just something that's not
achievable in real life. I feel like is or like wouldn't be
practical in real life? - P5 (I2)

6.6.1 The desire of others to touch/sense garment boosts
confidence

...it's moving, and it looks from a different world... it's not
here on Earth... - P8 (I2)

One user experiences a boost in confidence when other
people wish to touch and interact with physical garments that
she is wearing. Since people only ask if they can touch her
garments if they are extremely interested in it, P3 enjoys the
flattery and compliments this request implies, as well as the
attention she and her garment receive.

P6 expresses that wearing otherworldly clothing can be a
form of escapism, as digital clothing will allow users to
engage with fantasies that are impossible in real life.
I think you want to like there's like escapism like
fantasy... being able to do things that you're not able to do in
real life. - P5 (I2)

It's nice to like when people, come up to you and say... can I
feel the material... feel the dress. I think that's the biggest
compliment someone can tell you... you can tell that they are
really, really interested... And I think that would make
whoever is wearing it feel even more in the center of attention
so immediately improve their confidence even more. - P3
(I2)

Rethinking clothing as a multimodal environment

Users desire to experience sensorial feedback that matches
the theme of each garment. A form of sensorial feedback
users desire is sound. Music playing from garments, based
on its design and backdrop, would build on this theme
according to users. Users express an interest in a soundtrack
that matches the visuals to create a “garment universe” (P1,
I2).

This importance of having one’s garment touched by others
is stressed further by P3, who claims that wearing clothing is
a collective rather than an individual experience. The ability
to touch garments collectively brings people together and
starts conversations; she thus desires to translate this
experience to digital clothing.

I just had this vision of me like walking in the beautiful
virtual garden... have this pleasant lounge music coming
from the dress… - P2 (I2)

...they would say... I saw you were wearing like this digital
dress. And you can say do you want to feel it... so it makes it
like it brings you and your other friends like together even
more... makes it more of a collective experience rather than
just an individual experience... - P3 (I2)

I always think about anything to do with fashion is always
kind of like in a bit of a theme… I can imagine music playing
in my head right now. - P1 (I2)
P1 expands on this idea of themes by indicating that different
perfumes must be used for different occasions. As wearing
clothing for her is a “holistic experience” (P1, I2), it is vital
for these forms of sensorial feedback to complement each
other.

6.6.2 Clothing interacting with the environment

Users express the importance of clothing interacting with the
environment they are in. This interaction enables them to
better understand the properties of their garments. They
therefore desire to feel how a digital garment, for example,
reacts to the wind and reflects light in an environment.

I would probably wear this as more of a casual afternoon or
evening look rather than day time. So maybe a deep strong
perfume I feel like that would match the whole vibe – P1
(D1)

The wind is quite fun when that moves as well. - P8 (I2)

P1 furthermore adds that she would like garments to make
unique and unrealistic movements specific to the theme that
they represent.

Even when still the fringes move about because of the wind,
it’s a garment that is always moving. Because of the
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reflective sequins it is also usually catching the light. - P6
(D1)

interesting for both researchers and the textile industry that
consider digital clothing and material to be one of the
solutions to unsustainable clothing consumption. As the
industry develops new material that are more sustainable
(e.g., based on waste) [117], they can potentially be exposed
to people through digital fashion to understand whether
people feel at ease while wearing them.

Additionally, users wish for others in their environment to
experience this interaction because it makes them
feel like they have a significant role in the environment that
they belong in.
...if you're like wearing this like massive garment thing and
you're spinning around... other people can feel it moving
around you too. - P6 (I2)

We should however be careful here as most users from
the present study labelled themselves as “creative”,
“artistic”,
and
“sustainable”. Their selfimage may therefore fuel their desire to find clothing that is
congruent with these descriptions, which appears to
be digital
clothing. As
clothing
choices
reflect how individuals want
to
feel
about
themselves [70], the current sample of users may have
shown a strong interest in incorporating digital clothing into
their self-concept and sustainable values. Needs and
motivations to purchase digital clothing, as well its desired
use and purpose reported by this sample may differ
significantly from supporters of fast fashion. It will thus be
vital for future research to explore how and why fast fashion
users desire to use digital clothing, and whether this will
impact their use of digital clothing in developing their digital
and physical personas.

I think it makes you feel more of a part of... What's going on?
- P6 (I2)

7. DISCUSSION & FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The aim of this study was to investigate how digital clothing
technology should be designed or enhanced to provide a rich
and meaningful virtual experience, contributing to the longterm aim to reduce the disposal of physical clothing. To
address this aim, the researcher first conducted an
autoethnography study to familiarize herself with the
concept and related process. Then, four digital and four nondigital clothing users were recruited to participate in
a qualitative study. Two interviews and two diary
entries conducted
by
each
participant yielded key
themes, demonstrated in the Results section of the paper. In
this section, the findings that emerged from the analysis of
the collected data will be discussed and reviewed alongside
previous literature, to provide a view for each research
question. Based on this, the opportunities for further research
will also be explored.

7.1.2 Developing personas using digital clothing

Users expressed a desire to wear digital clothing that differ
in realism to develop their physical and digital identities.
While they are interested in wearing animated digital
garments in virtual environments, digital clothing must feel
real to represent their physical identity. This is possibly due
to how users wish to be perceived by others in these digital
contexts. For example, in meetings, they desire to appear
more professional, whereas in virtual environments, they can
express themselves more uniquely. Previous studies on
computer-mediated communication have reported similar
results: users’ communication goals are controlled by
their environment, which consequently impacts how they
wish to present themselves as an avatar [95, 96]. For
example, users make their avatars for blogging resemble
their
physical
appearance,
lifestyle,
and
preferences accurately [97], while avatars for gaming are
created to appear more intelligent [97]. Users therefore
implement multiple avatars depending on the different
virtual contexts [98], which may in turn affect the types of
digital clothing and their realism that they desire.

7.1 Digital clothing and self-concept

Our work shows that digital clothing is viewed as a medium
to explore and represent one’s identity in the same manner as
physical clothing [68]. Nonetheless, digital clothing is
perceived to have looser boundaries in terms of social rules;
people feel less restricted to explore their different identities
through clothing that they would not dare or be allowed to
wear in physical society. However, the social rules of
physical society persist when digital clothing is used for
digital work-related encounters.
Another important finding that emerged is the interaction
between digital clothing, personal values, and sustainability.
Similar to physical clothing [67], users reported that their
digital clothing choices are driven by their personal values.
Therefore, for those who value sustainability, digital clothing
provides a leeway to explore unstainable materials that they
desire without feeling guilty. Although the industry of
sustainable clothing is currently very limited in terms of
choice, digital clothing offers unlimited styles without
restrictions in terms of material. However, one participant
raised an interesting point; digital material should also be
sustainable to encourage a complete break from
unsustainable consumption behaviour. This point is

Additionally, users tend to modify “transient” features of
human figures (e.g., clothing and accessories) depending on
the context compared to more “permanent” ones (e.g., body
features) within realistic virtual worlds [98]. There is thus an
opportunity to use digital clothing to create highly selfrepresentative avatars, which has been found to heighten
users’ self-awareness [98]. There is a need for users to
develop a virtual self-awareness, defined as being aware of
how others see and experience us online [99], as more
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meetings are being held virtually rather than face-to-face.
High self-awareness has been found to increase selfdisclosure [100], which produces higher rates of
interpersonal communication [101] in the context of online
meetings. As interpersonal communication is key for
meetings,
there
is
therefore
an
opportunity for communication and collaboration online
using digital clothing. Nonetheless, for developing digital
identities, users may desire to detach from this selfawareness and be someone else. Wearing unique and
eccentric clothing that does not resemble their everyday self
may help them forget their identity.

dangers of VR. As VR becomes more realistic and
compelling, it may take on a more integral role in our
lives as people will desire to spend more hours in their
virtual worlds [94]. Thus, we must consider how
to encourage users to use digital clothing and VR
to encourage positive rather than negative escapism.
7.2 Opportunities for experimenting with digital clothing

Digital clothing provides a safe place for experimenting with
self-expression, where social rules are relaxed in
virtual environments. We can possibly expand these uses
further to provide positive forms of escapism using digital
clothing and VR. For example, digital clothing may provide
an escape for people with gender dysmorphia: the distress
related to an incongruence between one’s birth sex and
gender identity [102]. Persons with gender dysphoria
experience a strong link and desire to be a part of the social
world of their desired gender through factors such
as clothing [103]. This population can experience distress
from pretending to live as a member of their birth gender or
through the need to convince people of their desired gender,
which can lead to rejection and ostracism towards them.

7.1.3 Using digital clothing to escape from everyday identity

Users expressed their interest in wearing digital clothing that
resembles
artwork and
that
is otherworldly. Wearing digital clothing that is unfeasible
or unrealistic in their everyday life may portray a desire to
use digital garments for escapism. We experience various
alienating situations that fuels this need to escape, such as
work or unpleasant life experiences [86]. As modern society
dismisses the liberation of negative feelings, consumers seek
remarkable
consumption
experiences
to release
emotions and leave their regular lives behind [87]. A recent
study found that consumers utilize clothing to escape their
identity and
everyday
lives;
rock
festival
attendees wear clothing that contrast greatly from ordinary
life acts (i.e.., their jobs) to leave their everyday
problems with
everyday
clothing [88]. Furthermore,
wearing clothing that users cannot incorporate in their
everyday dress code provides a sense of freedom. Adopting
eccentric clothing allows wearers to thus release their
tension and experience a sense of escape. In accordance,
wearing unique and
otherworldly digital
clothing may similarly contribute to this feeling. The
multimodal feedback that users desire to experience
from digital clothing
may amplify perceived escapism,
as more sensations that are consistent with the visual
information will be provided about the digital garment. This
will further cement the otherworldly nature of the garment,
and thus provide a greater sense of escapism.

VR has recently become a promising tool for
psychotherapy; it is used for treating mental health related
disorders including phobias, depression, schizophrenia, and
eating disorders [104, 105, 106]. By incorporating digital
clothing, VR can also potentially help resolve confusion and
unease that gender dysmorphic individuals experience
around their gender identity. While research demonstrates
that childhood gender variance is correlated to later
homosexuality/bisexuality and gender dysphoria in
adulthood [107, 108], over 25% of gender dysphoria does
not persist. Adolescents can therefore be given the
opportunity
to explore
their
gender
identity by exploring virtual environments as realistically as
possible with digital clothing. As such, they can engage in
mannerisms, activities, and interests [103] while wearing
different
digital
garments
to help affirm
their
identity. Previous literature demonstrated that technology
can support individuals with gender dysmorphia through
their transitioning process [109, 59]. As transitioning is a big
decision for individuals, and gender identity is constantly
fluctuating during adolescence, VR and digital clothing can
possibly provide support to body
dysmorphic
individuals during their transitioning journey.

Users moreover proposed incorporating VR technology
with digital clothing in virtual environments, to develop their
digital personas. Previous literature highlights how escaping
from real-life problems is a driving factor for playing games
and
interacting
with
others
in
virtual
worlds [89, 90]. Incorporating VR
glasses with games
induces a higher level of presence [91], defined as the sense
of being immersed in the virtual environment [92]. This
sense of presence urges a higher level of escapism
because it fuels the
user’s
desire
to
escape
reality [93]. Therefore, by combining digital clothing with
virtual environments in VR, users can potentially explore a
broader world and allow their mind to travel to places where
their bodies cannot. Nonetheless, we must also consider the

7.3 The Uncanny Valley of digital clothing

Users furthermore expressed how they may experience
the Uncanny Valley Effect, a negative emotional appraisal of
human models that appear or behave slightly unhumanlike [110], for digital clothing. They desire to wear digital
clothing
that
is less
realistic to
avoid
this
discomfort. However, previous studies have not investigated
whether the Uncanny Valley Effect extends to digital
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clothing. A recent study [110] found a negligible Uncanny
Valley Effect on objects compared to humans and animals;
reducing realism consistency caused only animals and
humans to
appear
cooler
and
eerier.
Furthermore, establishing
whether
objects
were real or animated was most challenging, compared to
humans and animals. The researchers thus conclude that the
more anthropomorphic the entity, the greater the reduced
consistency in realism increases the Uncanny Valley
Effect. As digital clothing is similarly low in
anthropomorphism, users may not experience this effect
while wearing it in virtual environments. However, the
researchers add that 3D computer models were generally
eerier and colder than photos of their real-life equivalent,
possibly due to the process of sculpting and texturing. As
digital clothing are 3D garments high in details with
texturing and sculpting, there is nonetheless a chance that
digital clothing may induce the Uncanny Valley Effect.

The establishment of ownership is strongly associated with
our sense of touch, as holding a good develops the sense of
possession [71]. Physical goods can garner greater
psychological ownership and control; therefore, we place
greater value on them over digital goods [71, 72, 73]. In
contrast, previous literature demonstrated how digital objects
tend to be more unstable and ephemeral compared to
physical goods [74]. This impermanence of digital goods
relates to our theme: difficulties in developing attachment to
digital clothing due to the lack of critical elements in physical
clothing. Expressed as a subtheme, attachment is developed
by reminiscing while feeling the garment. This desire
highlights the importance of having objects that are
permanent and can be touched to form attachments to
them. Therefore, in Figure 13, the first pathway to
developing attachment to digital clothing involves enabling
touch to establish ownership over the item and concurrently
reminisce about experiences in it.

Users also expressed that making digital clothing too realistic
in virtual environments will make it challenging to separate
what is real and imaginary. However, research suggests that
the Uncanny Valley Effect is merely a powerful sense of
presences contradicting cues indicating falsehood in a VR
environment [111]. Sensory percepts become ambiguous in
a VR world; some cues indicate the real location (i.e., the VR
lab) while others affirm the alternative ‘virtual’ location. The
brain tries to resolve this uncertainty by asserting the
hypothesis that corresponds to the location that users feel
most present in. Similarly, sensory percepts may become
ambiguous for digital clothing in VR worlds, causing
a difficulty for users to distinguish whether their garment is
real or not. Users desire to distinguish their digital garments
as imaginary objects, thus making it more unrealistic can
provide similar perceptual cues. As technology advances, the
boundary between real and imaginary will become
increasingly blurred.

Literature also suggests that virtual goods are valued only for
functional benefits and not for emotional reasons [78],
as they are unintimate and unable to portray personal
memories [74]. Nonetheless, contrasting research highlights
how teenagers identify virtual items including blog entries,
SMS messages, and digital music collections as special
possessions [79]. Value emerged from these possessions
because users were able to craft and keep social history,
which is less explicit in a world of material and physical
objects. Therefore, there is a possibility to similarly develop
an attachment to digital clothing by emphasizing its social
associations. In accordance, users from the current
study reported that they would like the opportunity to wear
digital clothing to events and social occasions. Demonstrated
as a triangular relationship in Figure 13, this opportunity can
potentially foster an attachment between the garment and
user, as it will facilitate memory formation by rewearing garments to different occasions and experiencing
special moments in them. Once special moments are
experienced in these garments, users will be able to
reminisce about these times while feeling the garments in
their wardrobe.

An environment coined the metaverse, a boundless online
environment surpassing individual technology platforms
where immersive and shared spaces exist for people to
interact with each other [13], is expected to become the next
version of the Internet [14]. By creating avatars, users can
wear digital clothing, for example, to attend concerts with
their friends in the metaverse. Although the possibility of
existing in the metaverse becomes more of a reality, users do
not want to lose their ability to know reality from VR.
Therefore,
future
research
should
investigate
whether wearing unrealistic digital clothing can help users
make this judgement.
7.4 Process of developing attachment to digital clothing

Users stressed the importance of developing attachment to
physical clothing. Nonetheless, they are unable form this
with digital clothing due to several factors highlighted in our
findings. Based on the results, we highlight several processes
that can facilitate attachment to digital clothing in Figure 13.
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Figure 14: Process of Developing Attachment to Digital Clothing

Digital clothing can facilitate further emotional
attachment by giving users an active role in creating the
garments. This can involve, for example, allowing
for greater levels of control and personalization of
garments resulting in higher emotional involvement [83]. At
this level of control, digital objects often carry a strong
symbolic fee, which consequently helps users communicate
self-aspects, portray personal stories, and motivate identity
experimentation and establishment [84]. To increase
personalization
and
control,
we
can
possibly allow passing digital clothing down to/from friends
and family, to strengthen social associations to the
garment. This is demonstrated as a third pathway to develop
an attachment to digital clothing in Figure 13. Users
furthermore expressed that social associations of clothing
allows them to reminisce further about who they received
their garment from and what they mean to them, forming an
alternative route to developing attachments to digital
clothing in Figure 13.

purposes to healthy personalities, since possessions have
constructive impacts on our identities [38]. As wellbeing
research highlights how conflict and tensions within one’s
identity narrative causes psychological problems [15],
developing attachment to clothing can help diminish these.
Additionally, relationship changes with valued goods can
foster self-change [77]; detaching oneself from a
prized possession can
symbolize
disconnecting
from one’s past. Therefore, by allowing users to develop
attachment to digital clothing we can design for positive
computing: technology that advocates wellbeing and human
potential [113]. It is vital for future research to investigate
the process of developing attachment to digital clothing, and
its possible implications for users.
7.5 Sensation of wearing digital clothing

Although digital clothing is currently purely visual, our
results demonstrate that it is critical to feel digital clothing.
Users expressed the need to sense digital textiles, even if it is
a virtual item, because they would feel naked without these
sensations. This was highlighted by the fact that users did not
desire to fully eliminate feedback from digital clothing; they
wish to replace the unpleasant sensations with pleasant ones,
such as softness, to foster certain feelings. Users thus wear
specific clothing to elicit different emotions. For example,
participants portrayed how sensations of being covered by
clothing during the winter amplified their confidence,

Stronger attachments to digital goods motivate users to
ensure their security and longevity [85]. From a sustainable
development perspective, it is vital to increase the functional
life span of products, as it will combat wasteful production
and consumption. Attachment to material goods is also
beneficial to users through self-definition [75] and consumer
wellbeing [76], demonstrated in Figure 13. Possessions
incorporated into our extended self provide valuable
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because their garment protects them from the weather and
makes them feel safe. Furthermore, participants expressed
how feeling their exposed body through clothing at social
events, such as at night clubs, also fuels their confidence,
since showing skin can signify risky behaviour and
flirtatiousness. These results correspond to previous
literature that highlights how physical stimulations from
wearing clothing in different environments with various
social/cultural values can induce psychological responses
including emotions [111]. Nonetheless, these emotions that
users desire to experience will not be elicited if digital
clothing does not provide artificial feedback. Future research
should therefore investigate how desired feedback from
digital clothing should be comfortable or pleasant, and how
unpleasant sensations should be transformed.

therefore allow users to touch garments in various manners,
since users have diverse expectations for how to touch
it. Resembling iShoogle [34], digital clothing must enable
the manipulation of digital textiles through different
gestures. Observing how the textile is manipulated will
further allow users to understand the behavior of the textile
(e.g., movement qualities) [34]. Therefore, we must consider
how digital clothing can allow various forms of touch.
7.7 Limitations

There are several limitations that must be considered while
interpreting the results of this study. Firstly, only four digital
clothing wearers were recruited to participate. Furthermore,
we were unable to ask naïve users to try digital clothing due
to our limited budget. Although the non-digital clothing
users did not have a first-hand experience with digital
clothing, they provided considerable unbiased insight in
terms of how they desire to use digital clothing and the
feedback they would want to obtain from it. Their naiveness
around digital clothing proved to be insightful as they
provided innovative ways to use digital clothing and how to
experience it. Nonetheless, they may have been able to
provide more meaningful and relevant ways to utilize and
experience digital clothing if they had been exposed to it
before.

Users wish to make movements that are determined by the
textile properties of the garment. This is possibly because
textiles used to create physical garments often determine
whether users can make free or restricted movements in
them. For example, garments made from rigid textiles feel
heavier [82] and tighter due to certain body movements [81];
users cannot make spontaneous movements in them.
Similarly, a user from the current study expressed how they
do not want to make large movements in a digital leather
jacket because physical leather is a rigid textile. As such,
users claim that they would feel naked if they cannot feel the
textile properties of the digital garment influencing their
movements in virtual environments. Therefore, artificial
feedback from digital clothing is also vital, to impact the
movements users can make in digital clothing. If users do not
experience such feedback, they may start moving differently
based on their clothing. Future research should therefore
investigate how textile properties can be experienced in
digital clothing, and whether this influences the movements
users make in their garments.

There are also limitations based on the methodology of this
study. Most digital clothing users had to think back to when
they wore their digital garments (i.e., a few months ago) to
answer interview and diary questions. Therefore, some
accounts may not be entirely accurate, since they were based
on the participants’ memories. Nevertheless, the participants
enjoyed engaging in the diary study, especially the
love/break up letter. The letter facilitated a deep reflection,
which ultimately encouraged users to perceive matters
related to digital clothing from a fresh angle. Therefore,
future research on digital clothing may also benefit from
taking on this approach.

7.6 Touching digital clothing

Digital clothing must allow users to interact with it through
touch. Users not only want to touch with their clothing, but
they also want other people to be able to touch it since
wearing clothing is a collective experience. However, when
we touch fabrics, we often engage in different gestures
based what we are
appreciating. Cary
[63] identified
how participants engaged in contrasting gestural interaction
s based
on
the
information they expected
to
obtain on textile properties. When participants
interacted
with soft textiles, they engaged in gestures such as rubbing
with their thumb and index finger. Additionally, we interact
with textiles in different manners based on our
emotions. Previous research highlights how users engage
in various touch patterns to communicate distinct emotions
in virtual and physical workplaces, using different zones of
their hand [64]. In line with this, users use a variety of tactile
languages to communicate different emotions such
as pleasure [65] and playfulness [66]. Digital clothing must

Additionally, only females (and one non-binary) participants
were recruited for this study due to their ample interest in
digital clothing and fashion in general. Therefore, it is
unclear whether males desire to use and experience digital
clothing in the same manner. Since the way we dress and
express ourselves through clothing may be rooted in our
gender identity, future research should also consider both
gender populations and highlight whether there are
differences or similarities.
The newly introduced AR clothing filters by DressX [112]
may provide new opportunities for conducting research on
digital clothing. AR filters will allow all digital clothing
users, from novices to experts, to try digital clothing firsthand even with a low budget. It will moreover enable future
research to be conducted not only wearing digital clothing,
but also on the shopping and trying-on experiences. It will be
interesting for future studies to conduct interviews as users
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are experiencing digital clothing or ask participants to write
a love/break up letter to digital clothing based on the AR
wearing experience.

http://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/publications.
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8. CONCLUSION

The wasteful consumption pattern fueled by fast fashion is
currently speeding the world into an environmental
disaster; the fashion industry is imperatively searching for a
sustainable alternative. By promoting the use of digital
clothing,
we
can
mitigate
these
negative
effects while still engage in self-expression. Therefore, the
aim of this paper was to identify how digital clothing
technology should be designed or enhanced to provide a rich
wearing experience. An autoethnography was conducted by
the researcher to obtain a first-hand experience of using
digital clothing, as well as to develop a methodology for
participants. Then, eight participants were recruited for a
qualitative study entailing an initial interview, a diary study,
and a main interview. The results firstly demonstrated how
digital clothing can provide an escape from everyday life and
a safe space for identity development for a range of
populations. Secondly, we identified how the process of
attachment can be fostered for digital clothing, which can
ultimately promote wellbeing and sustainability. Thirdly, we
recognized a need for multimodal feedback from digital
clothing, for users to feel like they are wearing clothing.
Lastly, an Uncanny Valley Effect may be experienced while
wearing digital clothing in virtual environments if the
garments look alarmingly realistic. Although there were
some limitations in the study including a small sample size,
the lack of male participants, and potential flaws in the
methodology, our results provide considerable insight into
making digital clothing a more immersive wearing
experience. This may consequently encourage sustainable
consumption and increase longevity of digital clothing.
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